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Background: The Markets

� Electricity fundamentals:

� Non-storable;

� Demand fluctuates depending on time of day, 
weather, and other random factors;

� Coexistence of different production technologies 
needed to adapt to variations of demand;

� Rational functioning of production markets: different 
technologies are “piled up” (in order of increasing 
marginal cost of production);

� Pricing impacted by merit order: short-term price 
needs to cover costs of last unit used to serve 
demand.
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Background: The Markets (cont’d)
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Background: The Markets (cont’d)
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From: To:
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Background: The Markets (cont’d)
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Background: The Markets (cont’d)

Source: London Economics Electricity Study



Background: The Facts

� Fact #1: EDF controls all nuclear capacity.

� Fact #2: regulated tariffs were maintained. As a 
result, two retail sectors coexist, one free, the 
other regulated:

� Regulated tariffs are supposed to cover EDF’s total 
costs;

� Free market prices cover the marginal plant’s costs;

� Nuclear plants are (almost) never marginal, so free 
market prices are disconnected from nuclear power’s 
low marginal cost of production, whereas regulated 
tariffs are not.
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Background: The Facts (cont’d)
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Background: The Facts (cont’d)
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Background: The Facts (cont’d)

� Fact #3: available wholesale products are 
insufficient to sustain competitive retail activities:

� Maximum duration of forward products is 3 years;

� Prices are volatile and increasing.

� Fact #4: little entry in the mass retail market (small 
professionals and household customers).

� Fact #5: Direct Energie-EDF’s supply contract:

� Baseload electricity;

� 5 years;

� 52,6 €/MWh.

� Direct Energie’s complaint: margin squeeze.
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Background: The Issue

� Margin Squeeze defined:
� “the abusive nature of the applicant’s conduct is connected with 

the unfairness of the spread between its prices for wholesale 
access and its retail prices, which takes the form of a margin 
squeeze” (T-271/03, Deutsche Telekom, §167)

� EDF has market power upstream: 
� holds most domestic capacity, including all nuclear 

capacity; 

� freely determined wholesale price charged to Direct 
Energie.

� EDF has market power downstream:
� supplies over 60% of mass retail demand;

� freely set retail prices at levels aligned on regulated tariffs.
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Background: Margin Squeeze

� Squeeze resulted from the (negative) spread between 
wholesale price charged by EDF to Direct Energie for 
baseload electricity and EDF’s own retail prices.

� Interim measures ordered (Council decision 07-MC-04):

� EDF to formulate “a proposal for electricity wholesale supplies or 
any other technically or economically equivalent solution enabling 
alternative suppliers to compete effectively with EDF's retail offers 
to electricity consumers on the free market, without sustaining any 
margin squeeze”

� Objectives:

� 1) Remedy the squeeze by offering non-discriminatory access 
to a new product;

� 2) End dependence on the incumbent, at the incumbent’s 
terms.
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The Remedy:
a- Description of the Commitments

� Quantity: 1 500 MW (or 10,5 TWh, or two nuclear 
plants).

� Allocated in increments of 1 MW (or more).

� Contracts provide:

� Initial 5 years supply period = supply price fixed in 
commitments (on average, 42 €/MWh);

� Option to continue supplies for additional 10 years, at 
price reflecting cost of investing in nuclear production;

� Contracts can be re-sold at any time.

� Buyers bid on price of option for the additional 10 years.

� Price for electricity that is not used to cover retail sales 
on the mass market is corrected ex post to reflect spot 
prices on Powernext.
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The Commitments:
b- Why A Release Program?

� Remedy adopted in Council decision 07-D-43.

� EDF’s ability to squeeze is a result of the structure of the 
French production mix and the ownership of all nuclear 
capacity by EDF = direct link between access to nuclear 
power and the margin squeeze.

� Remedy: nuclear electricity release.

� Experience with the existing VPP system showed 
necessity of shaping incentives at play in release 
programs because:
� Arbitrage with prevailing market prices tends to align 

the outcome of VPPs auction with those prices;

� VPPs increase wholesale liquidity, but not necessarily 
effective to promote retail competition.
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The Remedy:
c- Shaping Incentives

� Two problems to overcome:
� Correct arbitrage mechanisms;

� Direct electricity released for benefit of retail 
competition and end-consumers.

� Commitments:
� Product’s duration (15 years) is unrelated to the 

duration of products commonly traded;

� Eligible bidders = companies active in retail sector, 
or planning to be;

� Electricity sold outside the relevant retail markets 
assumed to be sold at wholesale = price is 
corrected ex post to reflect spot prices on 
Powernext.
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The Results

� Two auctions organized (in first and last 
quarters of 2008).

� All electricity sold.

� Information leaked in the press:
� GDF-Suez apparently bought 300 MW in first 

auction (source: Les Echos, www.zonebourse.com). 
GDF-Suez, so far “cautious” player on mass retail, 
may thus plan to increase activities;

� Poweo bought 130 MW in second auction (source:
fr.biz.yahoo.com).
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The Critics:
a- Regulation is the problem

� Critics argue: supply price should have been aligned 
on regulated tariffs.

� But commitments must be proportionate to the 
antitrust issue, and:

� regulated tariffs were not the issue;

� legally, when “conduct is required of undertakings by national 
legislation or if the latter creates a legal framework which itself 
eliminates any possibility of competitive practice on their part”, 
that conduct cannot be subject to antitrust liability (case T-
271/03, Deutsche Telekom, §86);

� EDF cannot change tariffs;

� antitrust-related obligations due to such regulated 
activities would have been illegal;

� unlike the incumbent, alternative suppliers on the free 
market have no obligation to sell at the level of regulated 
tariffs.
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The Critics:
b- Auctions are inappropriate
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Allocation of quantities by auctions…



The Critics:
b- Auctions are inappropriate (cont’d)

…may not remedy the squeeze…
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The Critics:
b- Auctions are inappropriate (cont’d)

� Antitrust authorities like auctions because 
they are market-based mechanisms of 
allocation.

� The alternative to auctions is a more 
authoritative form of allocation, i.e., a remedy 
with more restrictive effects.

� Instead of auctions, what form of allocation 
would have been appropriate?
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Thank you


